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OUR IMPACT
SUMMARY OF #NEWF201901

The third edition of the Nature, Environment & Wildlife Filmmakers Congress was held at the Barnyard Theatre,
Suncoast between July 14th – 17th in Durban, South Africa.

NEWF is the only platform in Africa aimed at bringing together nature, environment and wildlife filmmakers,
scientists, conservationists and broadcast media to engage, contribute and connect whilst creating a path to

conservation through film by amplifying the challenges faced by the natural world and driving solutions through
impactful creative science communication.

The 2019 NEWF Congress was an inter-disciplinary gathering with a daily attendance of approximately 250
delegates, a balanced cross section of filmmakers and science communicators. This years theme was

PARTNERSHIPS!

Highlights included a powerful panel session by four Indian female filmmakers who are each game-changers in their 
specific fields of work, inspiring and detailed key-note addresses and contributions from International landmark 

companies Off The Fence, National Geographic Society, Vulcan Productions, Love Nature and ORF and significant 
representation from South Africa – the South African Broadcasting Corporation, National Film and Video Foundation 

and KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission.

The film screenings of Our Oceans and Our Gorongosa birthed an acknowledgement and celebration of African 
ownership!

The N.E.W Pitch Competition 2019 was ground-breaking with the announcement of 7 winners together with the 3 
Narrator LIVE winners! The closing night awards and 2018 N.E.W Pitch Winners film Premiere was an evening of great 

pride and hope as the next generation of nature, environment and wildlife filmmakers were given prominence.

This year our change of venue allowed for delegates to enjoy their mornings along Durban’s promenade and
Sundeck, with daily sunrise yoga sessions and jogging.  And of course everyone loved the daily sundowners

sponsored by Earth Touch and the awesome Habitat XR VR Cinema!

Our wooden, engraved #NEWF2019 delegate badges were the “talk of Durban’s Promenade” – a first ever for
festival and market accreditation! We even handed out magnet pieces to stick at the back in order to create further 

use with this one of a kind delegate badge!
#trendsetters #noplastic

#PARTNERSHIPS
BUZZWORD 2019



Excellent

Very Good

Good

Scientists &
Conservationists
but we call them
Creative Science 
Communicators
in the making!

Emerging
Filmmakers

Student
Filmmakers

Professional
Filmmakers

Other awesome 
attendees!

Such as: Distributors,
Broadcasters & Funders

250+
DELEGATES 55+ SCIENTISTS   &

CONSERVATIONISTS85+
EMERGING & STUDENT
FILMMAKERS

55+ PROFESSIONAL
FILMMAKERS

BROADCASTERS

FUNDERS

DISTRIBUTORS
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This is who attended 

and this is what
they thought!



NEWF is at the epicentre of a growing
documentary industry in South Africa. It 
will grow year on year and have a huge 

impact on filmmaking in the country.
- #NEWF2019 Attendee

“
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03 MESSAGES
of

SUPPORT
MAKHOSAZANA KHANYILE

CAROL COETZEE

National Film & Video Foundation, CEO 

KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission, CEO 

“NEWF in 2019 was themed Partnerships, an
affirmation of the success that comes when great
mindscollaborate. As the NFVF  we support the 
congress in its mission  to  empower the African 

ilmmaker to tell their story and create documentaries 
that show case Africa told in authentic African voices. 

The need for transformation across all filmmaking
spaces and developing skills cannot ever be

understated.  In the three years they have been 
around, there are great initiatives that NEWF has

introduced into the communities we serve such as the 
Liberty NPO community screenings,  by getting the 

communities involved, we are starting a whole move-
ment of activism that goes beyond hashtags. The NFVF 

is proud to journey with the NEWF congress as they 
empower young filmmakers, especially females to help 

them take the lead in preserving our environment”.

“The KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission is proud to have 
once again been part of this year’s Nature,

Environment, Wildlife Filmmakers initiative.  Through 
the support of initiatives such as the NEWF Congress, 
the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission is able to fulfil its 

mandate, which is to position the province as a
globally competitive, diverse and sustainable choice 
film destination.   Wildlife, nature and conservation 

filmmaking is without a doubt a form of activism and 
has with it the potential to be an incredible tool to 

inspire conservation and also increase tourism in our 
province. As the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission we 
are honoured to have been a supporter of the NEWF 

Congress from its inception, and to have been a
witness to its growth and the transformative impact it 
has had on this very niche segment of the industry”.



KAITLIN YARNALL

THEMBINKOSI NGCOBO

National Geographic Society, Chief Storytelling Officer & SVP

eThekwini Mulcipality PRC, Head  

“National Geographic was pleased to support the work 
of NEWF. Each organization holds dear the values of 

preserving the natural world and the power of
storytelling to do so. Through our support of NEWF, 
we hope forge connections with a new generation of 
excellent filmmakers and other storytellers based on 

the African continent, and to elevate some of the most 
critical storytelling taking place globally”.

“The Parks, Leisure and Cemeteries Department
recognises the significant value that the NEWF

programme has begun in helping to promote and 
support conservation through the medium of film. One 

significant highlight for us as a Department was
having the NEWF Team document the recent

relocation of Red Duikers from Pigeon Valley. The
recording of significant moments of conservation 

practice is critical in helping to inform and educate the 
public about our City’s unique biodiversity that is right 
on our doorstep. We hope that our partnership with 
NEWF as a City inspires a new generation to actively 
conserve and become ambassadors to help promote 

the value of our City’s local fauna and flora”.

MESSAGES
of

SUPPORT cont.



Dear Delegates and friends of NEWF!
I welcome you all to this year’s Congress. Thank 

you for making the time to travel from your
various home countries to join us. To those that 

are attending as return friends and guests,
we say welcome back again.

I would like to wish you a fantastic Congress,
enjoy the various discussions and

presentations from the panels of esteemed  
speakers we have lined up for you. I myself will 
be with you all the way to the highest mountain 

in Africa Mount Kilimanjaro as I lead the 2019
Trek4mandela expedition.

Siyanemukela
- Message from NEWF Patron 

SIBUSISO “The Lion” VILANE

“



04 KEY PARTNERS
#NEWF2019

We cannot do the work that we do without
the support of our partners...

- Noel Kok
NEWF Executive Director  |  Programmes 

#diversify #transformation
#partnerships

#filminconservation

“

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS

NEWF would like to specifically acknowledge our key partners for seeing our 
vision, journeying with us and supporting our work as we endeavour to develop, 

diversify and transform this genre of filmmaking within the industry at large.

Focusing on the transfer of skills and knowledge sharing at the congress and 
beyond, through the support of our partners we are able to initiate programmes 

that speak to empowering and amplifying under-represented voices in the area of 
natural world filmmaking and storytelling through digital media.

The time is now to tell our stories, share them locally and with the world to
ensure that we, together and with a united voice, create a path to conservation 

through film!



I think the true beauty of film is it’s ability to
educate, inform and galavinize a body of support 

strong enough to change the world and have a
lasting impact…We need the dedication of

filmmakers, conservationists and scientists to 
capture the reality that our planet is going through 
and we need partnerships to help illuminate these

efforts. 
- Makhosazana Khanyile

NFVF, CEO

“



This Congress is addressing the core
issues that concern us...we need to

create environmental awareness...We will 
only succeed if we include our youth and 

I’m glad to see many of our youth here.
- Sibusiso Mkhawanzi
   eThekwini Municiaplity, PRC, Deputy Head

“



I’d like to be more involved  with
filmmakers in Africa...We are a

community...I love the fact that there 
are 7 or 8 grantees here, but I want 

that number to be 48 next year...
- Kaitlin Yarnall

National Geographic Society,
Chief Storytelling Officer & SVP

“



“ Generations to come will look at the 
groundbreaking work you’ve done in

appreciation.  I encourage you all to keep 
making incredible films that change 
peoples behaviour for a better world

for us all.
- Carol Coetzee
   KZN Film Commission, CEO
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TEENS4WILDLIFE

PROGRAMME CONTRIBUTORS



SPEAKERS

ELLEN
WINDEMUTH

CEO
Off The Fence

CHARLIE
LUCKOCK

Director/Producer

MOSES TAU
Cinematographer

LAUREN VAN 
NIJKERK
Director of
Marketing 
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Cinematographer
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Cinematographer
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Founder
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Director/Producer
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Director/Producer
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Independent
Cinematographer

Producer
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Producer &
Presenter
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BEN HEWITT
Producer/Writer

Earth Touch

GRANT
BROKENSHA

Cinematographer
The Bigger Picture 

Films

MEA TRENOR
Producer

Earth Touch

JANNAT GARGI
Head of Nature
Documentary

ORF

BONNE DE BOD
Producer & 
Presenter
SDB Films

SUSAN SCOTT
Producer/Director

SDB Films

GRAEME 
DUANE

Creative Director
Earth Touch

TEBOHO
PIETERSEN
Production 

Analyst
KZNFC

JAMES MANFULL
Executive Producer

Love Nature /
Blue Ant Media

TERRENCE
KHUMALO

Project Monitoring & 
Evaluation Manager

NFVF

GRAHAM
WALLINGTON

Founder
WildEarth TV

MAYENZEKE
BAZA

Distribution &
Financing

AAA Entertainment

SCOTT DYSON
Founder

Safari Film Crew

LISA SAMFORD
Executive
Director

Jackson WILD

BRENT LEO-
SMITH

Founder
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CEO
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KINGMA
Producer
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NEWF was a learning, engaging and
wonderful experience. My first time talking about 

Gorongosa National Park work in a
African country (outside Mozambique) and I 

couldn’t be more proud. Never had I received
support when talking about wildlife being a totem, 

a reminder of ancestry. I knew I would get that 
applause because I was speaking in Africa, I was 

speaking at HOME.
- Dominique Goncalves
   Elephant Ecologist
   Goronogosa National Park

“



PROGRAMME MODERATORS

NEWF DIRECTOR:
PROGRAMMES

Writer/Director/Producer
1000 Hugs Films 

Owner & Producer
Tshedza Media

Executive Communications
XBOX

NOEL KOK YOLANDA MOGATUSI

TAKALANI MULAUDZI HILARY SPARROW

ENGAGE     CONNECT    CONTRIBUTE



PROGRAMME

SUNDAY, 14TH JULY

14:30  |  SUNCOAST HOTEL POOL

14:30 - 16:15
REGISTRATION & NETWORKING 

16:30  |  THE BARNYARD THEATRE

16:30 – 17:00
WELCOME TO #NEWF2019

A look back at the year, where are we going and what to expect at the NEWF2019 Congress. 

17:00 – 18:00
ELLEN WINDEMUTH | CEO, OFF THE FENCE 

Key Note
Founded in 1994, the Off the Fence group produces and distributes exceptional factual

programming on a global scale. Ellen Windemuth is the owner and CEO of Off the Fence, having founded the company in 1994. 
Under her leadership Off the Fence has acquired, produced and co-produced over 6,000 hours of content. Ellen is a seasoned 

Executive Producer and Distributor and has produced over 500 hours to date herself. She is the Chair of the Jackson Wild Board, 
and is active in conservation and land development. Her experience in factual entertainment programming is extensive in both 

production and distribution. Ellen was recently presented with Wildscreen’s Christopher Parson’s Outstanding Achievement 
Awards 2018.

18:30 – 23:00
OUR OCEANS | SCREENING
Brought to you by Grindrod Bank

Our Oceans are in a state of crisis, and we’re the ones responsible for it. A team of scientists, divers and photographers set out on 
a journey of discovery along one of the longest, and richest, coastlines in the world.  Along the way they unveil three incredible 
natural events to the world, whilst highlighting the impending threats, and all the while promoting the protection of our oceans. 

This film produced by WILDOCEANS and Off The Fence was born and conceptualised at NEWF2017. 

OUR OCEANS Q & A
Andrew Venter | Charlie Luckock | Moses Tau | George Kirkinis | Jason Boswell | Lauren Van Nijkerk

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS

PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY



MONDAY, 15TH JULY
06:00 – 07:00  |  YOGA ON THE BEACH, CYCLING (incl. cycle tours) & JOGGING ON THE PROMENADE

7:30 - 8:30  |  BREAKFAST @ LUPA

09:00 – 09:30
OPENING ADDRESS BY NFVF CEO  |  MAKHOSAZANA KHANYILE

09:30 – 10:00
VOICE OF THE YOUTH:  TIASSA MUTUNKEI

Tiassa Samayian Mutunkei is a self-confessed “Wildlife Warrior” and conservation activist. Her main goal, through Teens4Wildlife, 
is to empower and impassion African youth to use and raise their voices.  

10:00 – 11:00
UNDER THE BAOBAB TREE:  FOCUS ON INDIA | FORGING NEW PARTNERSHIPS

Akanksha Sood Singh | Doel Trivedy | Gunjan Menon | Malaika Vaz
With the phenomenal success of Bollywood, the world seems to forget that the film industry in India compromises a number of 
equally successful genres. Protected by more than 120 national parks, 18 Biosphere reserves, and 500+ wildlife sanctuaries, the 

animals of India are vast and varied.  Culturally unconventional in career choice we focus on India and its wildlife through the eyes 
of four pioneering female wildlife filmmakers.

11:30 – 12:15
UNCOVERING THE WORLD OF VIRTUAL REALITY

Ulrico Grech-Cumbo
This session completely demystifies 360 video and virtual reality in a natural history context. Understand more about its use cases, 

pros and cons, differences to traditional film formats, post-production workflows and monetisation.

12:15 – 13:00
CASE STUDY:  WILDLIFE WARRIORS WITH PAULA KAHUMBU

Wildlife Warriors is a vicarious journey into the lives of local conservation heroes to find out what inspires them, and how we can 
infect all people with the same passion. The series is filmed in some of Kenya’s wildest locations.

13:00 - 14:00 | LUNCH @ LUPA

14:00 – 15:00
THE N.E.W PITCH COMPETITION 

Discovering the next generation of nature, environment & wildlife filmmakers and storytellers.

15:15 – 16:00
KAITLIN YARNALL | CHIEF STORYTELLING OFFICER & SENIOR VP, NAT GEO SOCIETY

Key Note
Kaitlin Yarnall is chief storytelling officer and senior vice president at the National Geographic Society. She is

responsible for expanding the organization’s impact in all forms of storytelling including photography, journalism, film, and public 
experiences.

16:00 – 16:45
NEW PERSPECTIVES:  NEW VOICES

Thandiwe Mweetwa | Kolisa Sinyanya | Zoliswa Nhleko
We hear from scientists who are making a difference in their respective fields - fresh new idea and new perspectives!

17:00 - 18:00 | SUNDOWNERS @LUPA
Sponsored by Earth Touch

and

VR CINEMA | REWILD - AN IMMERSIVE WILDLIFE DOCUMENTARY
Brought to you by Habitat XR and NFVF

18:00 – 22:00
OUR GORONGOSA | SCREENING

eThekwini Municipality Sponsored Evening
Gorongosa National Park in Mozambique has become one of Africa’s most celebrated wildlife restoration stories. After a decade 

of renewed protection, Gorongosa’s large mammal population has increased 10-fold to over 100,000 animals. But bringing wildlife 
back is only part of the challenge. The Park must find a way to co-exist with the 200,000 people living in surrounding communities.

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS

PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY



TUESDAY, 16TH JULY
06:00 – 07:00  |  YOGA ON THE BEACH, CYCLING (incl. cycle tours) & JOGGING ON THE PROMENADE

7:30 - 8:30  |  BREAKFAST @ LUPA

09:00 – 09:45
NEW PERSPECTIVES:  DISCOVERING OUR GORONGOSA WITH DOMINIQUE GONCALVES

Exploring Community & Conservation Partnerships

09:45 – 10:30
BEYOND THE TECHNICAL WITH VULCAN PRODUCTIONS | JANNAT GARGI

Vulcan Productions create films, television programmes and engaging digital series to expose the most critical issues of our time.  
They partner with the most resourceful and innovative groups, from top NGOs to documentary filmmakers and government 

agencies. Producers of award-winning films, such as Ivory Game, Naledi: One Little Elephant and Ocean Warriors, they transform 
audiences from passive viewers to active participants who engage on issues that affect us all.  In this session Vulcan shares how 
they shepherd ideas from development to production and campaigns that resonate long after the final frame leaves the screen.

10:30 – 11:30
UNDER THE BAOBAB TREE:  NAT GEO EXPLORER STORYTELLERS

Kaitlin Yarnall | Dr. Paula Kahumbu | Jahawi Bertolli | Fredrick Mugira | Maurice Oniango
The National Geographic Explorer programme seeks out those who are infinitely curious about our planet, committed to under-

standing it and passionate about making it better by funding and supporting a variety of ground-breaking scientists, conservation-
ists, educators and storytellers. Whilst Jane Goodall and Jacque Cousteau are amongst the most famous of Explorers we celebrate 

those from Africa and “explore” how we build on the “ties that bind”.

12:00 – 13:00
CASE STUDY:  SAFTA 13 WINNER | INCREDIBLE BATS

Grant Brokensha | Mea Trenor | Ben Hewett 
When the night falls, the sky comes alive. A flutter of wings that, for some, is the stuff of nightmares. One in every four mammals 
on the planet is a bat. But fear for these creatures is often misplaced, not all bats are blood-sucking beasts. The world of bats is 

incredibly diverse with some beautifully bizarre adaptations. We take a deeper look into the production of this critically acclaimed 
natural history film. 

13:00 - 14:00 | LUNCH @ LUPA

14:00 – 15:00
THE N.E.W PITCH COMPETITION 

Discovering the next generation of nature, environment & wildlife filmmakers and storytellers.

15:15– 16:00
BEYOND THE TECHNICAL WITH ORF | ANDREW SOLOMON

Andrew Solomon has been head of natural history at ORF, in charge of the prime time UNIVERSUM slot since 2011. He started 
as assistant film editor at the BBC, researcher and assistant producer at ITV, and producer for UK Indies including Brook Lapping. 

In 1997 he moved to Docstar, Canal+’s documentaries coproduction arm, where he EP’d more than 200 mainly wildlife films. 
At ORF-UNIVERSUM Andrew has overseen production of over 100 wildlife documentaries, coproduced with partners such as 
NDR-Doclights, WDR & BR, ZDF, Arte, France 2, Smithsonian Channels, National Geographic, CCTV and Channel 1 Russia.

16:00 – 16:45
CASE STUDY:  STROOP – JOURNEY INTO THE RHINO HORN WAR 

Susan Scott | Bonne de Bod
A film four years in the making by first time South African filmmakers who battled considerable challenges to get the film finished 
and then seen.  This crowdfunded independent film has gone on to win 20 awards at 28 film festivals around the globe securing 

international distribution and critical acclaim from the media back home.  

17:00 - 18:00 | SUNDOWNERS @LUPA
and

VR CINEMA | REWILD - AN IMMERSIVE WILDLIFE DOCUMENTARY
Brought to you by Habitat XR and NFVF

18:00 – 22:00
THE NARRATOR LIVE COMPETITION

Brought to you by National Geographic Society
We’re Adding Diverse Voices to Nature and Wildlife Documentaries.

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS

PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY



WEDNESDAY, 17TH JULY
06:00 – 07:00  |  YOGA ON THE BEACH, CYCLING (incl. cycle tours) & JOGGING ON THE PROMENADE

7:30 - 8:30  |  BREAKFAST @ LUPA

09:00 – 10:00
UNDER THE BAOBAB TREE:  BLUE CHEAP? DOES THIS EXIST?  

Andrew Solomon | Doel Trivedy | Graeme Duane | Ellen Windemuth
Is blue-chip documentary filmmaking possible on a budget? 

10:00– 10:45
BEYOND THE TECHNICAL WITH LOVE NATURE | JAMES MANFULL

Love Nature, a Blue Ant Media and Smithsonian Networks joint venture, creates and distributes the largest library of 4K wildlife 
and nature content in the world. Love Nature brings audiences closer to the beauty and wonder of nature, sharing awe-inspiring 

stories and shining a light on the fight for survival in a changing world. With commercial-free linear and streaming video platforms 
and original content shot in the highest quality, Love Nature offers viewers exclusive content from around the globe. Love Nature 

is available via linear television internationally and streaming video in 65+ countries worldwide.

11:15 – 12:00
UNDER THE BAOBAB TREE:  CREATING IMPACT WITH YOUR PHONE!

Gunjan Menon | Paula Kahumbu
Using your mobile phone to shoot everyday conservation stories - how to use the concepts of cinematography if you don’t have 

access to a camera.

12:00 – 13:00
UNDER THE BAOBAB TREE:  GAME OF FESTIVALS

Lisa Samford | Jannat Gargi | Ellen Windemuth | Akanksha Sood Singh | Bonne de Bod
Are festivals effective as a distribution model?  Exploring and unpacking the festival circuit.

13:00 - 14:00 | LUNCH @ LUPA

14:00 – 15:00
UNDER THE BAOBAB TREE:  ALTERNATIVE REVENUE STREAMS FOR WILDLIFE CONTENT CREATORS

Graham Wallington | Brent Leo-Smith | Scott Dyson
Let’s go LIVE - and how do I make money?

15:00 – 16:00
BEYOND THE TECHNICAL: FUNDING, PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION – CONNECTING THE DOTS  

Sherene Kingma | Mayenzeke Baza | Thando Shozi-Malanga | Jackie Motsepe | Terrence Khumalo
Unpacking the South African landscape and how to make it work for you!

16:00 – 16:45
CONSERVATION DEBATE:  CREATING A PATH TO CONSERVATION THROUGH FILM | WHAT IS THAT? 

Dr. Paula Kahumbu | Dr. Andrew Venter | Lisa Samford | Noel Kok
How do we create conservation impact?

17:00 - 18:00 | SUNDOWNERS @LUPA
and

VR CINEMA | REWILD - AN IMMERSIVE WILDLIFE DOCUMENTARY
Brought to you by Habitat XR and NFVF

18:30 – 23:00
CLOSING NIGHT AWARDS

&
N.E.W PITCH 2018 WINNERS FILM PREMIERE

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS

PROUDLY SUPPORTED BY
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Gunjan’s
Highlights

“The joy and excitement when they were 
watching back their footage was

beautiful to watch. It felt like they were 
already confident. Some of them even 
came and said to me that they’re very 

happy and feel better about using
professional cameras. Some of them who 

hadn’t touched a big video camera
before took some of the best shots and 

that was a big win”. 

Gunjan Menon & Earth Touch teamed 
up for an outdoor cinematography

 workshop capturing an early
morning sunrise on Durban beach. 

Aimed towards budding
cinematographers who want to get their 

hands on industry standard gear and 
learn from acclaimed cinematographers 
and technicians! Limited to a group of 6 
- this workshop proved highly successful 
and was enjoyed by all who attended.  



It built confidence in me to handle big 
cameras.  I have learnt that it’s not the size 
of a camera that matters most but how you 

use it.
- Samson Moyo
Workshop Attendee

“



BUDGETING
& PRODUCING 

WITH
SHERENE KINGMA

Sherene Kingma answered the daunting
questions “How do I budget? Did I underbudget? 
I’ve never budgeted wildlife before! What happens 
when you apply for funding and you’ve budgeted

incorrectly?” She shared real figures and real 
experiences. Sherene has a wealth of experience 

producing content for both local and international 
broadcasters.

1. You are the 
gatekeeper 

for your crew. 
Look after 
them well.

2. Preparation 
is key to

production 
success.

- Gerrit Wilsdorf
Workshop
Attendee

“



ONCE UPON A
SCIENTIST 

WITH
JAMES MANFULL

This workshop gave attendees the tools to amplify 
messaging through powerful science

communication. James Manfull, Executive
Producer at Love Nature hosted a scriptwriting 
and science communication workshop was aimed 
at scientists and conservationists on how to hone 

their vision and craft a narrative.

The film industry
jargon is a direct

translation. I struggled 
a lot to switch from a 

science brain to a
filmmakers one, but 

that revelation made it 
easier.

- Tembisa Jordaan
   Workshop Attendee

“



VIRTUAL REALITY
WITH

HABITAT XR
ULRICO GRECH-CUMBO & JARED REID

 Habitat XR afforded the attendees a hands-on experience of the wonderful world of VR. Ulrico & Jared of the 
award-winning VR company, unpacked how understanding animal behaviour is key to shot placements and the

difference between VR and traditional filmmaking processes. They also explored spatial audio, scripting,
post-production workflows, camera gear and distribution. 



VR is the FUTURE!
STORY is KING!

- Candice Odgers
Workshop Attendee

“



MASTER DREAMERS 
WITH

BARBARA STRYDOM
FOR THE

#NEWFRAIDERS

This was a personal development workshop held
specifically for the NEWFRaiders.  Hosted by
Barbara Strydom, Social Entrepreneur Award 

Winner Africa, Vision Board and Strategy
Facilitator and  Performance Leadership Facilitator 

the NEWF Raiders. The attendees left feeling
motivated, determined and powerful, believing 

that their goals and dreams are within reach.  



#NEWF2019
CONGRESS



 I learnt how to focus my energies on
what is important to me in life.

It showed us how attainable all our 
dreams & goals are!

- Mathabo Malange
Workshop Attendee |  2019 NEWFRAIDER

“



07 THE N.E.W PITCH

The N.E.W Pitch is dedicated to 
DISCOVERING THE NEXT GENERATION 

OF NATURE, ENVIRONMENT & WILDLIFE 
FILMMAKERS!

Targeted towards emerging and student 
filmmakers The N.E.W Pitch Competition is an 

opportunity to win a production grant of
R 50 000 (+/- $3500) to produce a

documentary short. The project includes 
pitching workshops and mentorship by
industry professionals thoughout the
development & production process.  

Proposals were entered from which 8
finalists are selected to pitch in the N.E.W 

Pitch programme during the
Congress before a judging panel.

Four winners are chosen to each receive the 
production grant each to produce their

documentary short.

The aim is to pitch engaging, innovative and inspirational natural history, environmental, conservation and adventure 
stories. The winning filmmakers will be required to produce their short films within a year.

Importantly, the objective is to provide these emerging filmmakers with the necessary skills-set to ultimately produce 
documentary shorts, features and series on their own and with collaborative partnerships.  

 
A call for submissions detailing specific guidelines was publicised prior to the hosting of the congress. The

submissions go through two rounds of preliminary judging before the finalists are selected.

Collin Mfayela - Wasteland  |  South Africa
Faine Loubser - A Prickly Affair  |  South Africa

Jamila Janna - Wildcoast’s Wallflower  |  South Africa
Jess Lambson - Between The Tides  |  South Africa

Jiba Magwaza - Journey of Wetland Protection  |  South Africa
Margaret Wacera - Vipepeo  |  Kenya

Mogamat Shamier Magmoet - Rise from the Cape Flats  |  South Africa
Rufusiah Molefe - Whisperers of the Delta  |  Botswana

Siyabonga Lerumo - Indalo  |  South Africa
Tami Marriot | Pango - The Unchained Pangolin  |  South Africa

Tembisa Jordaan - Meeting The Tides  |  South Africa

The level of entries for the 2019 N.E.W Pitch Competition was phenomanal.  We recieved entries from accross 
Africa and due to the committment by National Geographic Society and a kind sponsorship towards travel costs 

for a Kenyan finalist by Wildlife Direct, NEWF was able to further amplify our development objectives by
making it possible for 11 FINALISTS to pitch at #NEWF2019!    

N.E.W PITCH 2019

FINALISTS

The finalists were each given 10 minutes (incl. Q & A) to pitch their project before an
esteemed judging panel and the congress delegates.



N.E.W PITCH WORKSHOP

2019 N.E.W Pitch finalists with
pitching workshop mentors, Yolanda 
Mogatusi and James Manfull, as well 
as Robin McGahey, representative for

DocumentaryTelevision.com

Based on the success of the workshop in 2018 and the need to prepare the N.E.W Pitch finalists before
pitching live, a Pitching Workshop was conducted for the finalists with industry experts prior to the NEWF Congress.  
The workshop was attended by all 11 finalists. The industry experts who conducted the workshop were Independent 
producer & NEWF Mentor, Yolanda Mogatusi and Love Nature Executive Producer, James Manfull. Each facilitator 

provided insight from their particular perspective on how best to improve the finalists pitching skills and storytelling 
in preparation for the live pitch. The finalists found the worshop extremely beneficial.



OUR N.E.W PITCH 2019 JUDGES

THANDO SHOZI-MALANGA
Head of Factual | SABC

Thando Shozi has 22 years of experience and strengths that encompass team
leadership in programme making from idea through production to screen. Quick at 

grasping new ideas and concepts, she has been key in developing the SABC’s
factual strategy; innovative programming and creative content solutions. Currently, 

she is the Head of Genre (factual) at the SABC, managing the team of
Commissioning Editors who deliver content to SABC platforms and is responsible 

for driving the unit strategy in line with public broadcasting service mandates.

YOLANDA NCOKOTWANA
Production & Development Manager | NFVF

Yolanda Olwethu Ncokotwana is the Production & Development Manager of
Documentaries at the National Film and Video Foundation. This entails ensuring 

that all documentary projects in development and production are monitored,
evaluated, completed and distributed.  Prior to her current position at the NFVF she 
was an Assistant Commissioning Editor and further promoted to Commissioning 

Editor at the SABC for over 4 years.



KAITLIN YARNALL
Senior VP &  Chief Storytelling Officer,
National Geographic Society | USA
Kaitlin Yarnall is chief storytelling officer and senior vice president at the National 
Geographic Society. She is responsible for expanding the organization’s impact in 

all forms of storytelling including photography, journalism, film, and public
experiences. Yarnall manages a creative team that produces impact-driven media 

and identifies key partnership, grantmaking, and fellowship opportunities with 
creative talent to further amplify the Society’s mission of a planet in balance.

Additionally, Yarnall oversees content-based collaborations with National
Geographic Partners across its global media platforms. Over the course of her 
nearly 15-year career at National Geographic, Yarnall has assumed a variety of 

management roles.

JANNAT GARGI
Head of Documentary Films, Vulcan Productions |

Jannat Gargi is the Head of Documentary Films for Vulcan Productions,
developing and producing multiple films and series including Academy Award 
nominated and Emmy Award winning Body Team 12, Sundance Special Jury 

Award winning STEP, Naledi: A Baby Elephant’s Tale, Ballet Now, Ghost Fleet, The 
Reason I Jump, Pointe to Pop and the award winning digital series

WetheEconomy. In her work as an independent producer, Gargi executive
produced Academy Award nominated short documentary Knife Skills, and

produced Emmy nominated feature documentary CIRCO.  Jannat serves on the 
Board of Directors for The Redford Center and Washington FilmWorks.

USA

TEBOHO PIETERSEN
Production Analyst | KZNFC
Teboho Pietersen is the production analyst at KZN Film Commission where he plays 
a critical role in the film fund’s objective of facilitating sustainable growth in the 
film sector. He has previous experience as film producer, teacher, and script-editor 
amongst others. His experience has positioned him to be an important influence at 

executive level with various stakeholders throughout the film and
television value chain.

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS



THE N.E.W PITCH 2019 WINNERS

At the start of #NEWF2019 an announcement was made - to any one or organisation who is
interested in commiting funding in order for NEWF to support more than just 4 films &

emergingfilmmakers.  We are so honoured that WILDOCEANS took us up on the offer and 
agreed to commit towards funding 2 more projects.  A further supporter came forward on

closing night and committed to funding a 7th film! 

The N.E.W Pitch 2019 Funders are: 
The KwaZulu-Natal Film Commision, The National Film and Video Foundation,

National Geographic Society, WILDOCEANS and a private sponsor.

The pitches were powerful, passionate and strong and after much deliberation the judges
selected the following winners:

Faine Loubser - A Prickly Affair 
Hidden deep in the kelp forests of the Cape Peninsula, a nature detective stumbles across her 

strangest mystery yet.

Jamila Janna - Wildcoast’s Wallflower
Discovering the coral species found in 1 of the 42 Marine Protected Areas in South Africa.

Jess Lambson - Between The Tides
A conservation film about the Leatherback and Loggerhead turtles at iSimangaliso Wetland 

Park.

Mogamat Shamier Magmoet - Rise from the Cape Flats
A film about a young man from one of Cape Town’s roughest areas  and how he uses freediving 

to change the lives of other and protect the ocean. 

Rufusiah Molefe - Whisperers of the Delta
A traveller goes on a quest to experience the Okavango Delta and and encounters an

unconvential life of survival rooted in human instinct. 

Tami Marriot | Pango - The Unchained Pangolin
This is a story of struggle, a story of hope. An animal on the brink of extinction...this is her story.

Tembisa Jordaan - Meeting The Tides 
A day in the life of a traditional fisher.



08 VR CINEMA

The VR Cinema at #NEWF2019 was sponsored 
by Habitat XR and brought to you by the 

NFVF. For 3 days between 5pm and 6.30 pm 
the attendees were a able to to experience VR 

like never before when watching the 
conservation film “Rewild” transporting viewers 
to Chad to witness the emotional translocation 

of Rhino.

During the course of the congress over 300 
people partcipated in the experience, including 

restaurant waitrons and other curious minds!



I really LOVED the VR Experience...
I feel like I finally get it now!

- Yolanda Mogatusi
#NEWF2019 Attendee

“



#connected
NETWORKING at #NEWF2019



08WELCOME TO
NEWF2019

#NEWF2019 opened with registration and networking - a “Welcome to Durban” experience!
The aroma of Durban’s iconic bunny chows, set against the backdrop & sound of Durban’s ocean waves.

Delegates collected their accreditation, enjoyed a bunny chow and connected with those they have not seen 
in a while and met new fascinating people.

This Luncheon was made possible by The KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission. 



09 OUR OCEANS
SCREENING

A film born at the inaugural NEWF
Congress in 2017 - #NEWF2019 featured 

the first ever public screening of
“Our Oceans” to a private audience -

The NEWF2019 delegates! A Blue Tie & 
Blue Carpet event made possible by

Grindrod Bank.

Introduced by CEO of WILDTRUST, “Our 
Oceans” Executive Producer, Dr. Andrew 

Venter, the film truly inspired the audience 
as a proudly South African story. They
applauded in acknowledgement when

passionate scientists making a difference 
appeared on screen.

A Q & A with key crew members followed, 
unpacking how this film was made in just

2 years!      

Our Oceans are in a state of crisis, and 
we’re the ones responsible for it. A team 

of scientists, divers and photographers set 
out on a journey of discovery along one of 
the longest, and richest, coastlines in the 
world. Along the way they unveil three
incredible natural events to the world, 

whilst highlighting the impending threats, 
and all the while promoting the protection 

of our oceans.



NEWF 2019 was pure INSPIRATION. From 
the 2018 NEW PITCH short films (that all 

choked me up) to the panels of
extraordinary people filming and doing

extraordinary things. We left feeling
revitalised and energised to do more and 
learn more in the film and conservation 

space.

The platform to screen the
“Our Oceans” film to the high calibre of
audience at NEWF was surreal – and we 

were overwhelmed with the positive
feedback.  Thank you NEWF,

2019 was definitely BIGGER and BETTER.
- Dr Andrew Venter

WILDTRUST, CEO

“



10 OUR GORONGOSA
SCREENING

Gorongosa National Park in Mozambique has become one of
Africa’s most celebrated wildlife restoration stories. After a
decade of renewed protection, Gorongosa’s large mammal

population has increased 10-fold to over 100,000 animals. But 
bringing wildlife back is only part of the challenge. The Park must 

find a way to co-exist with the 200,000 people living in
surrounding communities. 

 
Through the lens of Gorongosa, we explore of the most

important and urgent questions of our time: what will it take to 
sustain Africa’s human population and save its remaining wild 

places? 
 

Dominique Gonçalves, a young African elephant ecologist shares 
the inspiring story of how Gorongosa is becoming a new model 
for wildlife conservation and community development in Africa. 

By bringing large-scale, long-term health care, agriculture
support, and girls’ education to surrounding communities,

Gorongosa is redefining the identity and purpose of this beautiful 
Park.

 
This inspirational film reimagines the idea of a national park in 

Africa and put local people, especially women and girls, front and 
center in the fight to save their natural heritage and safeguard 

their future. This is a story of hope: hope that Africa’s wildlife can 
coexist and survive alongside its human neighbours. In fact, it will 

show that both depend on each other to survive and thrive. 

NEWF had the honour of screening
“Our Gorongosa” for the first time in 

South Africa.

This Mozambican culinary themed evening 
was made possible by eThekwini

Municipality and featured a short film 
about Red Duiker translocation taking 

place within eThekwini Municipality nature 
reserves. 

“Our Gorongosa” captivated & resonated 
deeply with the audience and perfectly 

spoke to the #NEWF2019 theme -
PARTNERSHIPS.

The audience left feeling inspired and 
eager for the opening session the next 
morning with Dominique Gonçalves.    

#PARTNERSHIPS



When the closing credits rolled, the
audience erupted into clapping, cheering 
and then slowly a rhythmic drumming on 

the tables began building around the room 
in a distinctly African salute to the mission 

of Gorongosa and the film’s inspiring
narrative.

- Hilary Sparrow
   Providing feedback on the screening of “Our Gorogonsa” to the

Media Director for the Goronogosa Project and Greg Carr Foundation.

“



11 NARRATOR LIVE
COMPETITION

Through the Narrator Project
we’re adding DIVERSE VOICES to the

narration of nature & wildlife documentaries!

Launched at #NEWF2019 with

A call was announced for entries into the
Narrator LIVE Competition - a call for diverse 
aunthentic African voices.  In partnership with 

Safari Live, entrants were all provided with 
the same video clip and script.  Entrants were 
required to voice the script over the video clip 

provided & submit.  Over 150 entries from 
around Africa were received and underwent 2 

rounds of premliminary judging.

Only 5 finalists were selected to to narrate LIVE at #NEWF2019!

COMPETITION

Liana Hassim
South Africa  |  KwaZulu-Natal

Lindokuhle Ndlovu
South Africa  |  KwaZulu-Natal 

Pulane Sekepe
South Africa  |  Gauteng

Zahir Bassa
South Africa  |  KwaZulu-Natal

Zwo Farisani
South Africa  |  Gauteng

NARRATOR LIVE 

FINALISTS



OUR NARRATOR LIVE JUDGES

KAITLIN YARNALL

EMILY WALLINGTON

ANDREW SOLOMON

CANDICE ODGERS

PAULA KAHUMBU

Senior VP &  Chief Storytelling Officer,

Content Director &  Co-Founder,

Head of Natural History,

Award Winning SAGE Editor,

CEO,

National Geographic Society | USA

WildEarth | South Africa

ORF | Austria,

| South Africa

Wildlife Direct | Kenya

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS



The Narrator LIVE Competition was brought to you and made possible by
National Geographic Society.

It was an evening of stoytelling and entertainment. The night opened with the mother of storytelling in South 
Africa, Dr. Gcina Mhlophe!  She and her fellow traditional African

folktale storytellers mesmerised the audience with their music and powerful performance.

This was followed by the narration by the 5 Narrator LIVE finalists. Once again each finalist was given the same 
video clip and script - only this time they had to narrate live in a booth, with only their silhoutte visible to the 

audience while the video clips played on the screen, engulfing the audience in the individual narrations.

The night ended on a high with the audience at the endge of their seats waiting to find out how the judges 
scored - an announcement that was only made at the closing night awards.  An electric performance by

Afrogong enertained delegates with organic and fresh African rhythms and sounds.

   
The top three winners of the Narrator LIVE Competition are awarded cash prizes and the overall 1st place
winner will also feature on Safari LIVE on SABC 3!  The cash prizes are sponsored by National Geographic
Society and the first place mentorship and feature is supported by WildEarth, Safari Live and the SABC.



I realised how important the voice of
narrator’s are. Our stories in our voices ! 

It was a very empowering event.
- Nadine Cloete

   #NEWF2019 Attendee

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS

“



12 AWARDS & N.E.W

FILM PREMIERE
PITCH WINNERS 2018

The closing night of #NEWF2019 was openend by Carol Coetzee, CEO of the KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission. She 
empowered the audience with her passionate welcome.

The evening was powerful, proud and energetic evening as attendees watched the films
produced by the 2018 N.E.W Pitch Winners. The responses from the audience and vibrant applause after each film 
could only have been a true indication of success of each story and film. The films will be now be submitted to film 

festivals around the world. The films will also form part of the NEWF Community Cinema outreach programme.

After much anticipation... The 7 N.E.W Pitch 2019  and Narrator LIVE winners were announced and awarded.

Other highlights included the NEWFRaiders receiving their framed dive certfications and thanks to
sposnorship from National Geographic Society and a cost share partnership with the Endangered Wildlife Trust, we 

handed over our next NEWF Community Cinema.

The evening closed with “green” performace entertainment... a Barnyard Theatre Irish show!



13 EXPEDITION
INTERNATIONAL GUESTS 

After inspiring and celebrating #PARTNERSHIPS over the 4 day Congress, NEWF took our international guests on an 
expedition to discover Northern KwaZulu-Natal. After the proven enjoyment and success of NEWF2018’s expedition, 
this year the trip was scheduled similarly. On arrival in St Lucia the guests were taken to St Lucia Eco Lodge to check-
in and thereafter hopped onto a boat with Advantage Tours to go Humpback Whale watching. They were spoilt for 
choice as humpback whales swam around the boats, teasing and enticed them with sneak previews of their bodies 

and ultimatety breaching! This was followed by a another boat trip, but this time along the St Lucia Estuary to witness 
the towns crocodiles and hippos.

Dr. Andrew Venter of WILDTRUST in partnership with Project Rhino KZN & Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife, once again
afforded our guests an opportunity of a lifetime - the darting and dehorning of Rhino within Somkhanda Game

Reserve.  It was a deeply moving and emotional experience for all as many were brought to tears.  Back at St Lucia 
Eco Lodge the expedition team enjoyed a bonfire & traditional South African braai to unwind after life-changing day.

The next morning, they jumped back onto the bus and drove through St Lucia’s immaculate
Eastern Shores to Cape Vidal.

#NEWF2019
CONGRESS







#NEWF2019
CONGRESS



14 FEEDBACK

“You’ve created something very special in NEWF and it was a privilege to be a part of it”. - Kaitlin Yarnall, 
National Geographic Society

“THANK YOU for an inspiring week and for your wonderful hospitality.  I’m energized by your passion and 
commitment to helping amplifying African voices and grateful for the opportunity to support the important 

work you and your team are doing at NEWF”. - Jannat Gargi, Vulcan Productions

“Wow!!!! I truly had no idea how much energy you have been able to create in the independent production 
sector for these vitally important films.  It was a truly wonderful experience to see the beginnings of my 1994 

dreams come true.  I left Durban in a state of hope and happiness :-)” - Ellen Windemuth, Off The Fence

“That the natural history film making genre in SA is growing and that there are some very talented young film 
makers coming through the ranks”. - Emily Wallington, WildEarth

“How important partnerships are & how importand Africa’s OWN voice is ~ we will change the landscape.  I 
am so inspired by the year on year growth of the pitches & the winners content & I find the congress the most 

inspiring event I attend for the year”. - Sherene Kingma

“The relationship with the wildlife environment in Africa; and the challenges African wildlife/conservation 
filmmakers face regarding access to filmmaking opportunities; and understanding the need and the opportuni-

ties for partnership: Don’t tell our stories for us”. - Andrew Solomon, ORF

“It is possible for me to go beyond storytelling and become a nature, environment, and wildlife filmmaker”. - 
Fredrick Mugira, National Geographic Explorer, Infonile.org

“NEWF is the real deal”. - Mayenzeke Baza, AAA Entertainment

“Re-invigoration, re-focusing on a way to work conservation and impact into natural history television. Need 
for inclusion/cultivation of African talent and vision”. - James Manfull, Love Nature

“Our efforts need to be directed towards the youth who are inspired and ready to make a real change in their 
own lives and the world around them. Engaging them and inspiring them is key to making any change. The 

other great takeaway was that real conversations need to be had without hesitation - conversations about race, 
diversity and women in films. The greatest take away was to see everyone there having solid intentions to-

wards making a change through collaborations and partnerships and the awareness that as filmmakers we have 
one of the most powerful tool for change and we need to use it”! - Doel Triedy, Riverbank Studios

“Portraying science and conservation through film is a viable option. Never really thought that far.”
“SPLENDID”! - Kolisa Sinyanya, PhD Candidate, Oceanographer

“Congrats on what I hear was the best, biggest NEWF yet!  This was by far my fav conference, I wish all scien-
tific conferences were this awesome”! - Zoliswa Nhleko, Scientist

“It was a wonderful experience to be at NEWF, I was inspired and also mind blowed by the talent and creativ-
ity of African young people.   NEWF was a learning, engaging and wonderful experience.  Thank you two so 

much for having me in your amazing congress”. - Dominique Goncalves, Gorongosa National Park

SPEAKERS Key Take-Aways



DELEGATE FEEDBACK

“Life changing and educational”

“Loved it!”

“Phenomenal. This congress has inspired and motivated me. It has forged new relationships and #partner-
ships.“

“I enjoyed every minute of it and cannot wait to see what #NEWF2020 has in store for us!
Thumbs up!”

“AMAZING and very insightful.  Great speakers and the overall event was a massive eye opener!”

“Great, really learnt from it and inspired to crack on with my film.”

“Just very impressively done - not easy to build a festival brand and think you guys are well on track for it.”

“An extremely valuable event, putting South Africa firmly on the map when it comes to Wildlife and Nature 
filmmaking. Well done.”

“Amazing work, the need for Africans to finally have such conversations has been so dire!”

“Honestly a wonderful event. It was organized down to the letter, and everyone had the absolute best time. It 
impacted a lot of people, from many different backgrounds, in the most amazing way. Please don’t ever stop 

what you guys are doing. This is giving us hope.”

“It was very good!”

“It was extremely inspiring, thank you! 
Brilliance ! The most inspiring event I’ve attended in a long time. Conservation work is social justice work!”

“Excellent!”

“The event was great and I’m thankful to have been in the company of such great individuals.”

“NEWF is a great platform that allows people to learn more about conservation and telling our stories through 
film. Its also a provides a great opportunity to engage with people from different organisations who share the 

same passion about the environment and wildlife.”

“Amazing !”

“Let’s do it again soon!”

“I came to NEWF as a guest and I’m going back feeling like I’m a part of their family.”

“Everything was just perfect and so amazing.”

“The event has grown perfectly from the first and the second one, this last one was beyond perfect. The talks 
were 50/50 scientist and film making which was even and perfectly planned throughout the whole event.”

“It was an amazing event and really  enjoy  my time during NEWF Congress. As an emerging wildlife
filmmaker, this was a very rare opportunity for me to learn more about the industry and to meet many inspiring 

people working in this field.”

The congress opened my eyes for more opportunities for partnership and exchanging knowlegde and skills.

“NEWF was very well executed, there was so much attention to detail.”



#NEWF2019 STATISTICS
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#NEWF2019
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WAS #NEWF2019
RELEVANT?

WAS THERE A BALANCE 
BETWEEN FILM &
CONSERVATION?



MEDIA & PUBLICITY

RADIO

PRINT

TELEVISION

ONLINE

- Lotus FM

- Berea Mail
- Durban North News
- Weekly Gazette (Springfield)
- The Witness (Pietermaritzburg)
- The Independent on Saturday
- Glenwood Weekly Gazette
- The Callsheet Magazine
- The Bugle
- The Mercury
- The Daily News

- ORF (Austrian Broadcasting Corporation)

- ORF (Austrian Broadcasting Corporation)
- Roving Reporters
- ArtSmart
- The Callsheet Online
- DurbanTV
- The Witness - Press Reader
- DocumentaryBusiness.com
- LinkedIn
- OpenExplorer Blog
- ilovedurban
- AllEvents.in
- Berea Mail Online
- IOL Online
- The Independent on Saturday - Press Reader
- The Daily News - Press Reader
- The Mercury - Press Reader

A comprehensive list can be compiled through media monitoring. 

READ ARTICLES BELOW:
- Hilary Sparrow’s “What Gives me Hope on World Elephant Day”

- Robin McGaheys “Takeaways from NEWf 2019 in Durban at the Nature Environment & Wildlife
Filmmakers Gongress. My mind is blown. My heart is full” featured on Peter Hamilton’s

DocumentaryBusiness.com.
(Reach:  Sent out to a database of over 20 000 industry roleplayers).
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 Takeaways from NEWF 2019 in Durban. At
the Nature Environment Wildlife Filmmakers
Congress, “My mind is blown. My heart is
full!”

by Robin McGahey:

This past week, I had the incredible opportunity to attend the 3rd annual Nature Environment Wildlife
Filmmakers Congress (NEWF (https://www.newf.co.za/)) in Durban, South Africa.

DocumentaryBusiness.com
Peter Hamilton Consultants, Inc

Fearlessly led by Noel Kok and his partner Pragna, the theme was #Partnership.

I arrived unsure of what to expect, and left feeling awe, inspiration, drive, and hope for what is to come

  MID-YEAR SALE 20% off all publications until 8 Sept 2019 using coupon code
SAVE20 

  

Key Takeaways

The Pitch

Dominique Goncalve’s work with Elephant conservation proves that human – animal coexistence is possible
with proper understanding and respect for one another.

Thanks to the spirited Tiassa Mutunkei, youth movements for support of MPA’s are popping up around schools
and Universities all across the nation

Kenya has the most spectacular wildlife, and everyone should watch Dr. Paula Kahumba’s Wildlife Warriors to
learn more

Kaitlin Yarnall and Nat Geo are actively supporting young creative storytellers through the Nat Geo Explorer
grants

VR is a tool that we need to change people’s minds

Akanksha Sood Singh, Doel Trivedy, Gunjan Menon, and Malaika Vaz are four women reinventing the Wildlife
Conservation filmmaking sector in India

Rhino Poaching continues to be an ongoing struggle, that Susan Scott and Bonne de Bod are courageously
battling

Noel’s mother should probably have her own storytelling panel.
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More Highlights

The Vibe

The NEWF Pitch competition was a dramatic event.

11 budding storytellers got 5 minutes each to pitch a panel of executives.

The payoff was R50,000 towards their projects and mentorship from some of the best and brightest in their
fields.

Only four were planned to be selected, but Dr. Andrew Venter, CEO of WILDTRUST, was so moved by their
presentations, that he decided to sponsor two more.

The nightly Happy Hour VR Seminar, ReWild, put on by Johannesburg based company Habitat XR and
NFVF took us up close and personal to wild Rhino.

The Screening of Our Oceans, directed by Charlie Luckock and produced by WildTrust.

The keynote by Off The Fence‘s Ellen Windemuth.

Our Gorgongosa, a movie from Tangled Bank Studios so powerful that it brought the audience to tears

The Narrative Competition, introduced by the South African mother of storytelling, Gcina Mhlophe.

Throughout the week, I met the most wonderful people, discussed the future of Marine Protected Areas over
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Only four were planned to be selected, but Dr. Andrew Venter, CEO of WILDTRUST, was so moved by their
presentations, that he decided to sponsor two more.

The nightly Happy Hour VR Seminar, ReWild, put on by Johannesburg based company Habitat XR and
NFVF took us up close and personal to wild Rhino.

The Screening of Our Oceans, directed by Charlie Luckock and produced by WildTrust.

The keynote by Off The Fence‘s Ellen Windemuth.

Our Gorgongosa, a movie from Tangled Bank Studios so powerful that it brought the audience to tears

The Narrative Competition, introduced by the South African mother of storytelling, Gcina Mhlophe.

Throughout the week, I met the most wonderful people, discussed the future of Marine Protected Areas over

Thanks!!

Huge thanks to DocumentaryBusiness.com and NEWF advisor (https://www.newf.co.za/advisory-panel) Peter
Hamilton for arranging this opportunity, Noel and Pragna for welcoming me into this community, Yolanda Mogatusi
for guiding me, and James Manfull and Andrew Solomon for your amusing stories and encouragement.

Robin McGahey is a passionate Ocean Conservationist based in San Francisco and a recent graduate from the
University of Washington in Seattle. 

coffee, debated the role of human-animal interaction over the best curry, got to help prepare the fearless young
men and women participating in the Pitch competition, and even watched a new friend swim in the ocean for the
first time.

To sum it all up, my mind is blown and my heart is full.

I look forward to seeing the fruits of the partnerships that come out of this Congress and hope to get the chance
to take part in them in the future.

And finally: Give yourself a treat — attend NEWF in 2020



ONE OF NEWF2019’S  MOST INSPIRING SESSIONS
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Partnerships work!
Powerful stories are being told.“
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The Yoga was super great!“
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#NEWFIMPACT

Creating impact with your phone.
This talk was most  interesting.“
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NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC 
EXPLORERS 

NatGeo explorers offered a great 
perspective for aspiring explorers 

and processes.

IMPACTING
&

INSPIRING STORYTELLERS
#NEWF2019

“
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16 JOURNEY CONTINUES
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#NEWF2019 - Our signature event the NEWF Congress maximised on partnerships, found a 
common voice, celebrated unity, discovered and diversified - delegates engaged, networked and 

contributed, building meaningful partnerships and growing an industry.

We created impact by connected programming between screenings and sessions.
Engaging sessions motivated, inspired and positively challenged attendees.

We thank our mentors who commit time and passion to developing this industry, empowering 
minds and increasing the proffessional skills of the next generation of nature environment and 

wildlife filmmakers in Africa.

Thank you to our funders who have committed to our journey - creating a path to conservation 
through film and more importantly discovering, developing and ampliying the next generation of 

storytellers, change agents, filmmakers and digital media content creators.

#NEWF2020 strives to be BIGGER and BETTER!

#PARTNERSHIPS

CONTACT:

PRAGNA PARSOTAM-KOK  | Executive Director
+27 76 299 1163
PRAGNA@NEWF.CO.ZA

NOEL KOK  | Executive Director
+27 72 253 7264
NOEL@NEWF.CO.ZA


